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Global warming feeds bark beetles: Are they unstoppable? 
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Hear the sound of chewing out in our vast forests of lodgepole pine, 
spruce and fir, the chewing that’s already destroyed half the 
commercial timber in important regions like British Columbia? That’s 
the sound of climate change, says biologist Reese Halter. Global 
warming in the form of a bark beetle. 
 
Halter’s short but disturbing new book, “The Insatiable Bark Beetle,” 
addresses one of the biggest and most visible issues facing global 
forests, and particularly the relatively large forests left in the U.S. and 
Canada. As winters grow warmer and summers drier, the West’s 
evergreen forests are being eaten alive. And the infestation is not 
showing any signs of slowing. 
 
The most disturbing part? Halter puts the blame squarely on climate 
change, of which the infestations are not only a symptom but a cause 
– a feedback loop. “The beetles have taken a crucial terrestrial system 
that absorbs carbon dioxide (CO2) – what’s known in biological 
parlance as a ‘carbon sink’ – and turned it into a ‘carbon source,’” 
Halter writes. “Over the next decade, the beetle-killed BC forests will 
emit 250 million metric tons of CO2 – the equivalent of five years of 
car and light truck emissions in Canada.” 
 
A good portion of this easy-reading book is about loops, actually. How 
melting permafrost releases methane, which raises global temps and 
melts more permafrost; how stressed trees attract beetles, which kill 
the trees, which attracts more beetles; how global warming 
accelerates global warming. Halter has simplified some of the science 
in order to make it a quick read, but it’s kind of like reading a well-
written death report. Uplifting, it ain’t. 
 
What “Insatiable” does well, however, is convey the information fast 
and straight. Like Halter’s earlier book, “The Incomparable Honey 
Bee,” the beetle book is an attractive, small-format mini-tome printed 
by Rocky Mountain Books, in a series apparently devoted to eco-
manifestoes. This is one. 
 



Bark beetle infestations have been big news for at least 15 years, with 
whole mountainsides of conifers very visibly dead and brown in the 
middle of otherwise healthy forests, and a lot of focus has been on 
winter temperatures and rainfall. When early fall and late spring temps 
dip deep, down to a range of -13 to -40 degrees Fahrenheit, the 
beetles are killed off. But that’s not happening now. 
 
The trillions of beetles involved didn’t blow in from somewhere else, 
either: the main culprit, the mountain pine beetle, is indigenous to 
North America. Only about the size of a grain of rice, it swarms trees 
with a synchronous attack, thousands or millions of beetles on one 
tree at a time, overwhelming the tree’s natural defenses such as its 
resinous sap, which contains terpenes and other chemicals which are 
designed to repel bugs, fungi, and other invaders. Even trees that 
aren’t stressed by heat or drought can be overwhelmed by the scale of 
this attack. 
 
My favorite section, in fact, is a stretch all about the complex 
communication that tells the bugs which tree to attack. The beetles, it 
turns out, can hear the sound of trees drying out, a bioacoustic 
trigger. Female beetles then convert one of the tree’s terpenes into a 
pheromone, tricking the tree into sending out a massive signal that it 
is looking for bug mates. Once the tree is fully colonized, they stop the 
attack and use symbiotic bacteria and other agents to stop the trees’ 
sap production, then lay their eggs. The larva then eat what’s left of 
the tree’s nutrient rich parts and we start all over the next year. 
 
What can we do, other than pray for rain? (Rain helps the trees fight 
off the bugs.) At the tail end of the book, Halter includes a list of very 
easy at-home suggestions that can reduce your own personal 
contributions to climate change. Faced with an onslaught of trillions of 
voracious bugs, it feels good to do anything that might slow them 
down. 
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